
Unit 18

I He had hung up the costumes
in the dressing rooms before
the actors arrived.

2 Ollie had counted the props
before the show started.

3 The barman had filled the
shelves with bottles before the
first half of the play ended.

4 The actors had learned their
lines before they had their first
rehearsal.



5 The director had read
hundreds of plays before he
chose the play by David
Thorpe.

6 The cleaner had cleaned up all
the fake blood before
everyone went home.

7 The stage manager had
checked everything before the
play started.

8 The lights had come up before
the audience started clapping.

9 The director had auditioned
ten different actors before he
chose a leading man.

10 The actors had had a horrible
argument before they agreed
about the meaning of the play.

11 They had redecorated the
theatre before they put on the
new play.

B

1 Because he had had a violent

step-father when he was a child.

2 He had made him feel
worthless.

3 It had been very successful.

4 He had gradually lost all his

friends and his wife.

5 It had been very badly damaged.

6 He asked for some help from a

psychotherapist.
7 Because in the culture he grew

up in, men didn't show any

weakness.
8 Because he had understood the

problems other people can have.

9 He was very pleased and

excited.



Unit 19

I lives resent

2 's staying with future

3 leaves future

4 arrives future

5 is future

6 is future

7 's staying in future

8 's coming back future

9 gets into future

10 is resent

B

I Are you

2 I'm taking

3 I'm shopping

4 I'm not
5 I'm taking
6 Are you going
7 we're taking
8 leaves

9 it gets

10 I'm
Il I'm interviewing
12 are coming
13 I'm going

14 I get back
15 I'm not
16 are you doing
17 I'm going



Review 3

1 'Il ask

2 's coming

3 's bringing
4 're going to practise
5 'Il ask

6 'm meeting
7 won't want
8 will be
9 're going to organise

10 're going to ask
11 's going

12 's sailing

13 am going to have

B

I Where are you going?
2 We're going

3 you'll have
4 I'm going to take
5 I'll get
6 I'll go

7 I'll show
8 I'm going to set
9 won't want

10 I'll try



Unit 45

I probably trying

2

3 walking quickly

4 definitely following

5

6 naturally
7

8 definitely following

9 so obviously
10 holding his arm really tightly

B

I behaved cruelly

2 fell desperately

3 insanely angry
4 definitely make

5 fell deeply

6 floating elegantly

7 stared lovingly

8 immediately disappeared

9 head down sadly
10 was certainly a



Unit 47

I That's a bit surprising.
2 She was a little bit younger.



3 She must be very clever.
4 That's a small number of

people.

5 It's a bit unusual.
6 A bit mature.
7 It's surprising that she's better

at French.
8 The reason is...
9 That is a surprise to me.

10 She arrived recently.

I There are quite a lot of
reasons for this.

2 An increase in oil price doesn't
only change the price of
petrol.

3 It can even make food more
expensive.

4 It may mean quite a big
increase in the cost of travel.

5 Since 1999, the increase in oil
prices has been fairly steady.

6 Because of world events, the
price has increased very
suddenly.

7 Before now, the price of oil in
European countries was not
really affected.

8 Even the USA, which used to
be safe, may run out of oil
soon.

9 We really have to change the
way we live.

10 It is even more important,
now, to develop other ways of
producing power.

Review 7

1 She was born in St Louis in USA

and she began dancing on
stage when she was (only) 13.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

B
1

2

When she went to Paris in1925 she (immediately)
became successful.
Her style of dance was
(extremely) daring and
(extremely) original.
She was well known
(everywhere) in Europe.
She (always) used the
traditions from her American
black culture in her acts.
During the war she (secretly)
worked (secretly) for the
French Intelligence Service.
She (often) entertained the
troops in Africa and the
Middle East.

She fought (hard) for racial
equality.
She (always) refused to work
in any club which did not
have a policy of racial
equality.
She was (unfairly) accused of
being a communist and
couldn't get work.
In 1963 she (bravely) made a
speech in Washington,
supporting Martin Luther

King.

After this, she (gradually)

lost all her money.

She (eventually) had to leave

her villa (eventually).

(Then) she started another

successful career on the stage.

She died of a stroke in 1975,

(just) as she was (just)

becoming successful again.

continuously

Even



3 a lot

4 always

5 even

6 without

7 recently

8 really

9 clearly

10 totally

Il still
12 quite

13 only

14 usually

15 carefully

16 probably

17 often

c
I very
2 before

3 once

4 away
5 now
6 definitely
7 actually
8 probably
9 absolutely

10 recently
Il Unfortunately
12 never
13 completely
14 always
15 really
16 often
17 so

18 Before
19 usually
20 so
21 certainly
22 really
23 quite
24 again
25 well
26 probably
27 on


